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ECQHOMIC LOGGIUG

The original woods of the United states con

tained no less than 850,000,000 acres of merchant

able forests, having a stand of 4,800,000,000,000

board feet of saw timber of merchantable quality,

besides this, we had approximately 150,000,000

acres of inferior forest and brush land, which does

not vitally concern us at this time, Today, of

this vast heritage there remains but 65 per cent

standing. This takes into consideration the second

growth forests which have developed during the last

two hundred and fifty years. These statistics do

not appear very serious to the casual reader, but

when the quality of the timber itself is considered,

we begin to realize the grave significance that is

attached to them* Quality of timber has been
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decreasing as the years have passed. Fires and

insucts have destroyed vast quantities of timber,

and man has been satisfied only with the best tim

ber obtainable.

At present, we are taking from our forests

approximately £2,000,000,000 cubic feet of timber

annually. This includes all finished products and

waste in manufacture. Of course, during the past

few years the waste has been greatly reduced by

closer cutting and increased by-products, but this

phase is beside the main point of issue. Waste

from fire, disease, and blow-downs have further in

creased the annual deduction to 66,000,000,000 cu

bic feet.

Basing our present i'orest reproduction at 40

cubic feet per acre over our forest area of

550,000,000 acres, it will be seen, that this will

give us a total of 22,000,000,000 cubic feet an

nually. Thus a comparison of growth and consump

tion statistics shows that we are using more than

three times as much timber as we are growing.

^lose studies of the situation by our leadiiv

forest economists have led them to make the assertion
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that our present rate of production can last for

roximately fifty more years* Granting this

statement, and knowing that the rotation of our

Douglas fir species is sixty years, we must con

clude that for a period of ten years the industry

will be drastically curtailed. It is to avoid

such a catastrophe, that the leaders of forestry

are striving to find an economic and practical

solution.

How is this ten year period to'be bridged?

By importation of lumber? Ho. £!or the importing

of lumber on so great a scale is an economic im

possibility, ioi investigation of our neighbors'

resources shows us immediately that this course is

not practicable. Central and oouth America, with

28 per cent of the world's forest area, -cannot aid

us for two reasons: first, because the material

itself is not suitable for construction purposes;

and secona, because the light stand of conifer tim

ber that does exist, will not bear the costs of

both the logging and the transportation to this

country.

Canada is really the only country we may look
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to for assistance, but her forestry policy shows a

definite tendency to restrict the export of lumber

products.

Jan this ten-year period be bridged? Tes.

But the solution of this problem lies here at home

with us. Our only course eventually is to reduce

our oonsumption to equal our production.

This then, is our problem. The solution, ac

cording to 0. B..Yan Hise is a twelve-fold one.

The different elements of which are:

1. Ve must reduce waste in cutting.
2. We must reduce waste in milling and in

manufacture.

3. le must reduce loss in turpentining.
4. leemust extend the life of timber by pre

servative treatments.

5. We must utilize by-products.
6. We must reduce fire looses.

7. We must reforest areas burned over.
8. We must maintain forests in essential areas,
9. We must maintain areas stocked so as to

produce larger growth.
10. We must battle with insect pests.
11. We must substitute other products for

timber.

12. We must reform our tax laws.

The history of lumbering in western Oregon and

Washington has been a repetition of the same cycles

in the other forests of the United States. Ifcen

the country was young and the forests crowded the

river banks, the natural and practical thing for
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the settlers to do was to remove, in the easiest

manner, all of the undesirable timber from the fu

ture farm lands. ' «'hile a large percentage of the

timber was converted into lumber, a still greater

portion was bucked and split into chunks and burn

ed, lagging then was the choosing of the finer

portions of the trees to bo manufactured into lum

ber. Ten and twelve foot stumps were left in the

woods in order that the butt logs could maintain

a high gride quality. SCops having diameters under

two feet T/ere left, if the limb growth prevented

the obtaining of clear lumber. Old houses through

out the Northwest today offer mute evidence of the

high grade lumber that was produced at that time.

Logging methods in those days required the em

ployment of skid roads and bull teams, unly the

timber standing within easy hauling distance of the

water was at first taken. >->tumpage values of from

fifty cents to one dollar per thousand board feet

were the rule at that time. »»ages were low, and

the logging operations were usually small, 2h«

operator could make more money in handling clear

logs, and the natural result was a tremendous waste
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of timber.

The introduction of donkey engines marked the

beginning of a new epoch in the logging industry.

Timber that had formerly been thought to have very

little value, suddenly found an outlet to the mills.

Gradually the camps pushed farther away from the

river bottoms. Ground logging v/as the most suc

cessful, and only used method at that time. But

the waste continued, '-'heap stumpage, cheap wages,

and easy logging formed a combination with low

prices and made the taking out of inferior logs an

undesirable operation.

Bith the receding of the timber from the nat

ural lanes of transportation came an increasing

demand for a substitute means for carrying the logs

to the mills. It was at this time that the logging

railroads began their development, ^teel was laid

into the timber and the logs were place upon flat

cars. During the course of this development the

logger discovered the impossibility of keeping the

railroads in the valleys, and set about to devise

a new system of logging which would work in closer

harmony with railroads. This method was attained
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in the form of the High lead system of yarding logs.

High lead logging was first introduced into the

forests of British Columbia. The earlier forms of

the new system had so few advantages over the

ground lead type of logging, that the loggers of

western Oregon and Washington would make no ohange

in their methods of logging. HoY/ever, in 1916,

the present form of high lead became widely used in

British Columbia, and spread rapidly throughout the

Northwest.

T.he High lead system of yarding, as the name

implies, gains its advantage from having the lead-

block of the main line between one hundred and fifty

and two hundred feet above the ground. This imparts

a lifting pull to the line which naturally raises

the end of the log over the obstacles encountered.

The tree, or spar pole, in which the high la a

block is hung, is topped at a desirable height and

is guyed with six cables to increase its security.

Below the guy lines, near the top of the tree, is

hung the lead block, through which the main line

runs. Approximately two-thirds of the way between

the ground and the top guy lines are fastened trie
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ouckle guys, which prevent the tree from bending

and breaking. 2Jhe donkey engine sits back from the

tree a distance of from 150 to 250 feet. Precaut

ions are taken by fastening tne high lead block to

the tree by means of a t\v0 Inch cable. Under the

main line, and fastened in such a manner tnat the

main line will be deflected from the base of the

tree, in case any of the rigging breaxs, is found

the "safety" guy line. The equipment used in high

lead logging differs little from that used in

ground lead logging.

advantages of the High lead system are:

1. High lead output is 20 to 30 per cent
higher than ground lead.

2. Cost of logging with high lead is 25 per
cent less than ground lead.

Z. The elimination of landings reduces the
costs by 10 cents per thousand board

et logged.
4. Offsetting this third item is the cost of

rigging a spar tree tne average of which
is $125.00.

5. On level and up-hill hauling, or amon
thick stumps, the high lead has the ad
vantage over the ground lead.

Over-head, or sky-line logging was first in

troduced in 1914. Since that time this system has

become very dependable. Ine main points of it in
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the opinion of loggers are:

1. sky-line systems have little advantage over
ground yarding on level or slightly slop
ing ground.

2. The sky-line system is not so satisfactory
as the high lead on short hauls.

3. The sky-line system may be economically
employed on any ground if the quantity of
timber warrants the equipment expense.

4. ihe length of the span is governed by the
deflection of the line and the elevation of

intervening ground.

Having stated these opinions, the next action

will be briefly to introduce three systems of over

head logging, j-'hese are; ll) the lidgerwood, (2)

the ^ac Sarlane, and (3) the Borth .Bend systems.

It is not my intention to describe in detail the

operation of any of these types. -^ general expla

nation of each will be given merely for the purpose

of comparing the three methods.

The original lidgerwood was invented in 1883

by norace Y. ^utters at Budington, Michigan, rhis

first machine used Manilla rope, subsequently the

type v/as developed in eastern and south-eastern

logging. The first lidgerwood over-head skidder

on the Pacific Coast was introduced in 1904. It

v/as of the tree rigged type and was tne largest
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machine of this design built up to that time, hav

ing 10 12 inch skidding and 9 10 inch loading

engines. In 1916 these machines had developed and

their size increased to 1&§ 16 inch. At that time

five operations had installd the steel tower type

of Lidgerwooci which was an appreciable improvement

over the tree rigged type.

The steel tower Lidgerv/ood gains its name from

the faot tnau tne unit is equipped with a steel

tower between seventy-five and one hundred feet

tall. The tower dispenses with the necessity of

saving a spar tree at t 3 landing; is easier and

more quickly prepared for operation; and can be

moved with the unit from one setting to another.

_ e Lid arwood system of overlie; d logging consists

of a sky line upon which a c<: rriage runs. The

haul-in line runs through wheels in the carriage

l ^o the log. The haul-back line leaves the

towers throu jh a block lower on the tree than the

haul-in line. It parallels the sky-line and runs

through a corner block near the tail tree, through

a tail block on the tail tree, and back along the
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sky-line to the carriage. Its purpose is to pull

the carriage into tne woods. The next line block

on the tower carries the slack pulling line. This

line passes through a block on the side of the car

riage ana h ck toward t .e tower for a distance of

seventy feet, ^ere it is spliced to tne haul-in

line, ry pulling on the slack-pulling line, the

engineer is enabled to render slack through the

carriage so that any log ordinarily out of reaoh

may be hooke to the line, ^he tightening line runs

the next lower block upon the tower arid

passes back to a stump on the back side of the

tov/er. Since this stump is the fastening of the

sky-line it must be in direct line with the direct

ion or the sky-line. Ehe purpose of the tighten

ing line is to raise ana lower the sky-line. Bach

line is connected to a separate drum on the

Lidgerwood. When the log is fastened to t3

ohoker in the woods, the sky-line is tightened.

Then the main line is tightened and raises the log

from the ground. Blhen the log has been raised suf

ficiently to clear the ground, an interlocking
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device between the drums of the main line and haul-

back holds the log in position and the oarriage

moves down along the sky-line to the landing.

The tail trees are spaced approximately 150

feet apart, and two sky-lines are employed, "hen

one tail tree is being used, tne next one is rig

ged and tne second sky-line put in position. upon

finishing the old tail tree, tne carriage is

brought into the tower a q shy-line is lowered

and unhooked from the extension line. The new sky

line is then rigged" with tne oarriage and raised

into position by means of the tightening line.

Meanwhile the haul-back line has been attached to

tne nes tail tree and is ready „o pull the car

riage into the woods. '2hQ time required to make

this ohange is usually between 20 and 40 minutes.

Ehe changing of settings requires from one to one

and one-half hours with the tower rigged Lidgerwood,

and between two to six hours with the tree-rigged

type.

A comparison of costs and logging follows:
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Cround -^ead:

1. Output is 40,000 feet per day.
2. Crew numbers 19 men.

Lidgerwood:
1. Output is 75,CuQ feet per day.
2. Crew numbers 16 men.

I ;se statistics were taken from operations of the

same company on practically the same type of

ground and timber.

^he lidgerwood on level or slightly rollin

ground oan reach out for a distance average of

1200 feet, "here canyons occur between the tail

and landing trees, a distance of three thousand

feet may be reached, -^owover, these long distances

decrease tne efficiency of the unit.

Labor costs, and line and machine costs, on a

basis of 1000 feet per day, total |l.8£. Ehis

brings the log from the wooas and loads it upon the

car.

The LacParlane oky-Line oystem was first em

ployed in 1905 at 32alama, Washington. The rigging

consists of a sky line, a haul-in line, and s haul-

back line. It differs from tne Lidgerwood system

in that no slack pulling line is employed. The
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drop line from the carriage is of a fixed length,

"hen the carriage stops in tne v/oods, the sky-line

Is lowered until the logs may be reached with the

choker. ««hen the log is hooked on, the sky-line

is xi ised until the log clears the ground, then

the haul-in line pulls the carriage to the landing

tree. •"• four drum donkey engine is employed in

thib type of overhead logging.

This system aan retch an average of 1800 feet.

The lines are slightly heavier than the hidgerwood

type.

•**• capacity of output ranging from 50,000 to

100,000 feet per day is attained, ^ince costs are

based upon the output, it can be seen that all

overhead systems having the same output will have

practically the same logging costs.

The Borth Bend sky-line system differs from

the Mao^arlane system in the arrangement of the

lifting system. She end of the haul-in line is

fastened to the carriage instead of running through

it. A running block on the haul-in line, sailed

the fall block, carries the choker. Eg this fall
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block is attached the haul-back. This line hauls

the carriage back to the woods by jamming the fall

block ag inst the carriage and carrying them both

along the sky-line. During this operation the haul-

in is kept tight and is played out at tne same

rate of speed developed by the haul-back. Having

reached the woods, the haul-in line is slacked off

and the fall block is allowed to run down the loop

caused by the slackening of the haul-in line. The

log is then fastened to tne choker and tne haul-in

line tightened, ^y keeping the haul-back tight, t

the log may be raised almost or entirely from the

ground. This system v/as developed by E. W. Yinnedge,

at Hdgewick, Washington.

At times it is not always possible to reach

out from the railroad to the body of timber being

logged with one sky-line. "hen this occurs, it is

necessary to use two units. with this type of log

ging, the cost is greater, for it is necessary to

haul the logs from the yarder to the landing with

the second unit. This phase of the operation is

known as reading, .as in yarding, there are three
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methods to be employed. One is pole roading, or

Bhuting; tne second is high lead roading on a pole

road; and, the third is sky-line roading. In the

majority of snows the sky-line system of roading is

the more efficient.

lii the case of roading, the log is taken from

the yarding tree and carried or hauled to the land

ing where it is then loaded on the flat cars. In

this manner the operation Is enabled to reaoh three

thousand feet farther from the railroad than where

a one donkey show is used. However, it has been

proved by practical experience that it is ordinari

ly as cneap to construct 2000 or 3000 feet of rail

road as it is to road with any of tne methods now

in use.

These methods of logging, as has already been

mentioned, have been introduced for the purpose of

comparison. 2he real key to economic logging, how

ever, lies in the efficiency with which the timber

is fallen and bucked, for it is here that closer

logging and closer utilization of the tree is made

possible .
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The buckers are responsible for the amount of

the down tree tnat may be cut into logs. As in

falling, a large part of tne waste from breakage

may be governed by the backer, ^'he waste in buck

ing also depends upon the type of ground and is

divided into three classes:

1. "aste from improper trimming of lengths.
2. ftaste from disregard of quality.
3. >«aste from miscellaneous causes.

This latter class includes the bucking of crooked

trees in the wrong place; not utilizing as much of

the tops as is practicable; failure to take out

the bend in the tree^ and the resultant slabbin

of logs; and sawing too far below the breaks in

broken timber.

The output of a set of buckers ranges betv/een

20,000 and 30,000 feet net scale per day.

The controversy that has been waged among

operators.for a number of years dealing with con

tracting the bucking and falling of timber, is one

of considerable importance to the industry. While

the worker benefits from this method of employment,

the harm that is suffered cannot be easily estimated.
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The fallers and buckers usually work in pairs,

rhe fallers are responsible for the breakage that

occurs in this branch of the operation. J-'ixey pre

cede tne yarding crew, and choose the position in

which the tree is to fall, •"• tree that is not

leaning may be fallen in any direction. •«• tree

that is leaning can be fallen in any of three dir

ections: namely, to either side of the direction

of lean, or in tne direction that the tree leans.

•* good set of fallers is judged as much by the

amount of the tree tnat c n be saved as by the total

number of board feet that can be felled during tne

day. -he output of a set of fallers averages be

tween 25,000 and 30,000 feet per day. -Breakage oan-

not be entirely overcome. It is governed by the

type of -"round upon which the timber grows, and is

divided into three classes:

1. Breakage that cannot be helped.
2. Breakage necessary to save more valuable

timber.

3. -Breakage that is preventable.

This latter is due to carelessness of the fallers

and amounts to 60 per cent of the total breakage

incurred.
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. follow!,., t ctors that concern contract falling

and bucking carry important weight. They are:

1. efficiency of labor and management.
2. Scale of wages,
3. Weather conditions.
4. size of timber.

5. Percentage of breakage.
6. Density of stand.
7. Bpecies of timber.
8. Percentage of defect.
9. Length of logs,

10. Amount of wind falls.
11. J-round conditions.

12. Amount of brush.

IS. Uistchce from ca uO work.

In deciding these factors, the workers and em

ployers have considerable difficulty. Take for ex

ample: The percentage of breakage is governed by

the ground ecncitions, the species of timber, the

•density of stand, and the percentage of defect tnat

exists in the timber. In one operation where the

falling and bucking were under contr; ct, the fallers

received a ocale of 6,210,000 board feet; the Suck

ers, working in the same timber, received a scale

of 4,77£,000 board feet. The actual amount of tim

ber logged from this traet of land was 2,498,000

board feet. The los^ w) S aue to breakage. It is

a recognized fact tnat contract work increases

breakage.
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-he latest phase of economic logging has been

introduced in the Orown-Willamette Eulp and Paper

Company1s logging operations, -his mathod is

known as He-logging, In tne Crown-Willamette camps

all logs are taken out or the woods. The smallest

log is limited to eight feet in length and four

inches at the small end. The advantages gained

through this method are:

1. It increases the amount of harvest by
15,000 to 20,000 feet per acre; or to state
it differently, it decreases the wt ste from
breakage by this amount.

2. It reduces the fire hazard, because the
ground is left in a cleaner condition.

3. It yields a net return of one dollar per
thousand feet.

4. ft facilitates the logging of the lax
timber, because less time is lost in dis
carding marginal logs.

5. It makes replanting of cut over lands
cheaper.
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